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Abstract
With the advent of widespread tumor genetic profiling, an increased number of mutations with unknown significance are being identified. 
Often, a glut of uninterpretable findings may confuse the clinician and provide little or inappropriate guidance in therapeutic decision-
making. This report describes a method of protein modeling by in silico analysis (ie, using computer simulation) that is easily accessible to 
the practicing clinician without need for further laboratory analysis, which can potentially serve as a guide in therapeutic decisions based 
on poorly characterized tumor mutations. An example of this model is given wherein poorly characterized KIT, PDGFRB, and ERBB2 muta-
tions were discovered in a patient with treatment-refractory metastatic transitional cell carcinoma of the renal pelvis. The KIT and PDGFRB 
mutations were predicted to be pathogenic using in silico analysis, whereas the ERBB2 mutation was predicted to be benign. Based on 
these findings, the patient was treated with pazopanib and achieved a partial response that lasted for 7.5 months. We propose that in 
silico analysis be explored as a potential means to further characterize genetic abnormalities found by tumor profiling assays, such as next-
generation sequencing. (J Natl Compr Canc Netw 2015;13:1181–1185)

Urothelial carcinoma of the renal pelvis (UCRP) and the 
ureter is a rare disease, representing 5% of all urothelial 
malignancies. The incidence of UCRP in the general 
US population is estimated to be 1.15 per 100,000 
person-years.1 Although radical nephroureterectomy is 
the therapy of choice for nonmetastatic UCRP, the rate 
of tumor recurrence is still high. For metastatic UCRP 
(mUCRP), cisplatin-based chemotherapies are often used 
as first-line agents with limited response, largely based 
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on experience from urothelial tumors of the bladder.2 
However, second-line chemotherapies for urothelial 
malignancies have significantly lower response rates and 
no significant survival benefit over supportive care.2

Whole-genome studies of metastatic urothelial can-
cer have shown profound genomic heterogeneity at the 
nucleotide and chromosomal levels.3,4 Furthermore, the 
mutation profiles of histologically similar tumors may 
vary widely, explaining the variable response to chemo-
therapy observed in small clinical trials.5 The availabil-
ity of next-generation sequencing (NGS) has made it 
feasible for clinicians to analyze genetic profiles of an 
individual’s cancer. When these results are coupled with 
the continual development of targeted therapies, per-
sonalized medicine is possible. However, interpretation 
of the numerous genetic variants that NGS provides 
and selection of an appropriate targeted therapy pres-
ents a novel challenge to clinicians. This report docu-
ments the successful use of NGS coupled with in silico 
analysis to select a targeted therapy, pazopanib, from nu-
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merous potential mutations in a patient with heavily 
pretreated mUCRP.

Case Report 
A 61-year-old woman presented to our clinic in 
November 2010 with intermittent hematuria for 
2 months. Further evaluation revealed a left high-
grade UCRP, and the patient underwent a radical 
nephroureterectomy (pT2NXM0). The patient 
received 3 cycles of adjuvant gemcitabine plus 
cisplatin (GC) but relapsed with biopsy-proven 
urothelial pulmonary metastases. Subsequently, 
the patient received sequential chemotherapies, 
including 6 months of palliative carboplatin 
and gemcitabine with a partial response (PR), 4 
months of pemetrexed with a PR, 5 months of 
paclitaxel with stable disease (SD), and 2 months 
of methotrexate with progressive disease (PD). Each 
chemotherapy change was mandated by PD on CT. 
Her performance status remained excellent despite 
her PD and extensive chemotherapy exposure.

Because of a lack of validated therapeutic options, 
a Precipio NGS-421 whole-exome sequencing (WES) 
analysis (Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT) 
was conducted on the biopsied metastatic tissue 
that revealed potentially targetable mutations in 
ERBB2 (UniProtKB #P04626), KIT (#P10721), and 
PDGFRB (#P09619), and other genes (Table 1). 
Precipio uses DNA extracted from tumor cells with 
custom HaloPlex reagents and is sequenced on the 
Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine (Illumina 
platform).6,7 The significance of the mutations was 

then predicted in silico using Harvard’s PolyPhen-2  
(1, 2, 3) algorithm on a personal computer. PolyPhen-2 
is a “tool which predicts possible impact of an amino 
acid substitution on the structure and function of 
a human protein using straightforward physical 
and comparative considerations.”8 PolyPhen-2 uses 
“protein sequences from UniProtKB/UniRef100 
Release 2011_12…, structures from PDB/DSSP 
Snapshot 03-Jan-2012…and UCSC MultiZ multiple 
alignments of 45 vertebrate genomes with hg19/
GRCh37 human genome…” to make predictions.8 
The KIT mutation had not been previously described 
or targeted in UCRP but is sensitive to pazopanib 
in other malignancies.9 PolyPhen-2 predicted the 
mutations in KIT and PDGFRB to be pathogenic 
and the ERBB2 mutation to be benign. Our patient 
was started on off-label pazopanib, which has activity 
against KIT and PDGFRB mutations, and remained 
on therapy for more than 7.5 months with minimal 
side effects and stabilization of her previous weight 
loss and her CT scan findings (SD in the bones and 
liver and a 50% reduction in lung metastases). Her 
response to pazopanib was her longest response to 
any agent. After progression, her performance status 
deteriorated and she elected hospice care.

Discussion
mUCRP has a grim prognosis, with a 3-year survival 
rate of less than 10%.1 First-line chemotherapy for 
mUCRP constitutes GC or methotrexate, vinblastine, 
doxorubicin, and cisplatin (MVAC).2,10 Clinical trials 
among patients with all urothelial malignancies have 

Table 1  Selected Mutations Found in Patients With mUCRP Using Next-Generation Sequencing
Gene Variant Effect Clinical Significancea PolyPhen-2 Score Prediction 

KIT c.2662C>T 
p.R888W

Point 
mutation

Previously described in other 
malignancies and associated with 
clinical responses

1.000 (sensitivity, 0.00; 
specificity, 1.00)

Probably 
damaging

PDGFRB c.595G>A 
p.V199M

Point 
mutation

Not previously described, clinical 
trials are open

0.997 (sensitivity, 0.41; 
specificity, 0.98)

Probably 
damaging

PDGFRB c.596T>G 
p.V199G

Point 
mutation

Not previously described, clinical 
trials are open

0.988 (sensitivity, 0.73; 
specificity, 0.96)

Probably 
damaging

ERBB2 c.3557C>A 
p.A1186D

Point 
mutation

Unknown functional significance, 
clinical trials are open

0.049 (sensitivity, 0.94; 
specificity, 0.83)

Benign

CHEK1 c.749C>A 
p.P250Q

Point 
mutation

Unknown functional significance, 
clinical trials are open

1.000 (sensitivity, 0.00; 
specificity, 1.00)

Probably 
damaging

PIK3CG c.2191G>A 
p.D731N

Point 
mutation

Unknown functional significance, 
clinical trials are open

0.831 (sensitivity, 0.84; 
specificity, 0.93)

Possibly 
damaging

aAs reported by Precipio. 
Abbreviation: mUCRP, metastatic urothelial carcinoma of the renal pelvis.
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shown response rates ranging from 40% to 72% for GC 
and MVAC, but no trials have specifically examined 
the response rates among patients with UCRP.11,12 Dose-
related and cumulative renal toxicities are the most 
common dose-limiting adverse effects in the treatment 
of UCRP. Among the first-line agents, cisplatin and 
methotrexate are nephrotoxic agents that are renally 
excreted. Because most patients with UCRP are elderly 
and many have had prior radical nephroureterectomy, 
the concern for renal toxicity frequently limits the use 
of these chemotherapeutic regimens.11 

The poor outcomes and significant toxicities 
associated with first-line treatment of mUCRP 
create a need for novel second-line therapies, yet 
the rarity of the disease has limited guidance from 
clinical trials. The paucity of meaningful trials has 
created an opportunity for NGS to provide clinicians 
with meaningful data for the personalized treatment 
of heavily pretreated metastatic disease. However, 
the wealth of information provided by NGS presents 
clinicians with a new challenge in deciphering 
which genomic alterations should be acted upon. 
For example, Ross et al13 recently published the 
results of genomic profiling in 125 patients with 
cancer of unknown primary, and found a mean of 4 
genetic alternations per patient. This case presents 
an example of not only how NGS can produce a 
wealth of potentially useful data but also how in 
silico analysis of the results of NGS can help guide 
physicians in selecting appropriate, off-label targeted 
therapy. 

NGS technologies were first commercially 
introduced in 2007.14 NGS platforms, such as 
Illumina or Ion Torrent, have increased the sensitivity 
and scalability for DNA sequencing of cancer cells 
to provide practical genetic information.15 An 
array of NGS applications exist, including DNA 
sequencing, which can be used for whole-genome 
sequencing, WES, or sequencing of specific targeted 
“hot spots” of the genome.14 WES is most useful in 
clinical diagnostics because it analyzes exons, which 
only account for approximately 2% of all genomic 
DNA but still encompass the DNA relevant to 
targeted therapies. We used Precipio (one of the 
many companies that offer NGS) WES of 421 genes 
to yield our initial NGS results.16 Precipio uses the 
Illumina and Ion Torrent NGS platforms to produce 
its WES results. WES results provide data on 
point mutations present within exons of the tissue 

specimen provided. Precipio, like most NGS services 
available, provides only the mutations present and 
advises whether these mutations are the focus of 
any targeted therapies or current clinical trials. The 
challenge that oncologists face is deciphering which 
mutations of the many listed by NGS are driving 
a particular malignancy and should be the focus of 
targeted therapy. For example, our patient’s NGS 
revealed mutations in ERBB2, which is seen in 9% 
of urothelial carcinomas (UCs), and in KIT and 
PDGFRB, which are seen in other cancer types.17

Some nucleotide sequence variants identified 
by NGS can be readily labeled as pathogenic if they 
truncate the reading frame or disrupt gene structure; 
however, many of the variants identified are missense 
mutations whose significance is more difficult to 
interpret. In silico analysis algorithms for missense 
mutations, such as PolyPhen-2, can help guide 
oncologists in determining which mutations are 
likely pathogenic or benign.18 In silico algorithms use 
at least 1 of the following 4 classes of abnormalities to 
predict pathogenicity: comparison of physiochemical 
characteristics of wild-type and variant amino 
acids, evolutionary conservation at the location of 
mutation, the evolutionarily tolerated amino acid 
range at the mutation, or the protein’s structural 
considerations.19 For many algorithms, evolutionary 
fitness serves as a surrogate for pathogenicity.

The in silico analysis algorithm used in this case 
was PolyPhen-2, which is one of the many algorithms 
available but has a free, user-friendly interface 
available online that can be used on personal 
computers.8 PolyPhen-2 is a decision tree algorithm 
that combines protein structural attributes with 
a prebuilt sequence alignment that only includes 
mammalian species. The protein structural attributes 
are elucidated from crystal structures and include 
residues in active sites, binding sites, and alpha 
helices, and solvent accessibility.18,19 PolyPhen-2 
then calculates a Position-Specific Independent 
Counts (PSIC) score that is the difference between 
the wild-type and mutant amino acid and converts 
the score into 1 of 3 categories: benign, possibly 
damaging, or probably damaging, as seen in Table 
1. PolyPhen has been validated multiple times.18,20,21 
In a recent study, Chan et al20 used curated locus-
specific databases that covered 254 substitutions in 
5 genes to reveal an overall predictive score of 75.0% 
when using PolyPhen.
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For our patient, in silico analysis predicted a 
benign change of ERBB2 compared with probably 
damaging mutations in KIT and PDGFR. When 
combined with preclinical studies indicating that 
UC is an angiogenic tumor overexpressing vascu-
lar endothelial growth factor (VEGF), we selected 
the targeted therapy pazopanib to treat our pa-
tient’s heavily pretreated mUCRP.11 Pazopanib is 
an oral angiogenesis inhibitor that targets VEGF 
receptor, platelet-derived growth factor recep-
tor, and KIT and is indicated for the treatment of 
metastatic renal cell carcinoma and soft tissue sar-
coma.22 The results of 3 small clinical trials evalu-
ating pazopanib in the treatment of metastatic UC 
are summarized in Table 2.23–25 The contrasting re-
sults of the trials evaluating pazopanib alone do 
not provide a definitive answer on the utility of 
pazopanib in the treatment of metastatic UC.23,24 
Interestingly, 4 out of the 7 PRs in the study by 
Necchi et al24 occurred in patients with UC of the 
upper urinary tract. PDGFRB is a receptor target-
ed by pazopanib, yet it was not a biomarker evalu-
ated in the clinical trials performed.23,24 Genetic 
heterogeneity of heavily pretreated metastatic UC 
may explain the contrasting results seen in the 
clinical trials reported to date. 

Pazopanib is not the only selective tyrosine 
kinase inhibitor (TKI) targeting the VEGF axis 
that has been used to date for metastatic UC. 
Gallagher et al26 used sunitinib, a TKI that in-
hibits VEGFR, PDGFR, KIT, FLT3, and RET, in 
a recent phase II study of 77 patients with meta-
static UC, including 16 with mUCRP. A PR was 
seen in only 4 of the 77 patients. However, SD 
was seen in another 18 patients, indicating that 
sunitinib has clinical activity against metastatic 

UC and that the VEGF axis is a viable target for 
novel therapies. 

Another promising therapeutic class for the 
treatment of metastatic UC is anti–programmed 
death-ligand 1 (PD-L1) antibodies.27 Expression of 
PD-L1 enables cancer cells to elude immune sur-
veillance and is thought to play a significant role 
in UC. A recent study has shown anti–PD-L1 im-
munotherapy to have promise in the treatment of 
metastatic UC, although a detailed discussion of 
this is outside the scope of this article.27

Conclusions
mUCRP is a rare disease with a poor prognosis 
due to a paucity of effective second-line therapies. 
Genomic platforms may yield clinically meaningful, 
individualized results that benefit patients facing 
such a challenging disease. Even though NGS 
can highlight potential targets, clinicians still 
face a challenge in deciphering which genomic 
alterations should be acted upon. Our case presents 
a unique use of in silico analysis with PolyPhen-2 
to help oncologists determine which mutations 
should be targeted from WES results. We propose 
that in silico testing may be a useful, free, and easily 
accessible way to prioritize abnormalities found by 
NGS when clinical annotation is not definitive. 
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Table 2   Outcomes of Completed Clinical Trials (Phase I or II) of Pazopanib in Advanced or  
Metastatic Urothelial Carcinoma

Pili et al23 Necchi et al24 Gerullis et al25

Number of patients 19 41 5

Chemotherapy used Pazopanib, 800 mg/d Pazopanib, 800 mg/d Pazopanib, 200 mg +  
vinflunine, 280 mg

Response rate (PR or CR) PR: 0 PR: 7 PR: 0

CR: 0 CR: 0 CR: 0

Adverse effects: number 
and types

9 grade 3: anemia, 
thrombocytopenia, 
leukopenia, fatigue

Grade 3: HTN (3), 
fatigue (2), GI and 
vaginal fistulas (4)

Trial discontinued at phase 
I due to 2 of 5 patients with 
dose-limiting toxicities

Abbreviations: CR, complete response; GI, gastrointestinal; HTN, hypertension; PR, partial response.
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